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DN AllConnect Implementation ServicesSM 
Branch Implementation Services

End-to-End Branch Implementation 
Covering the Complete Branch Lifecycle 

No matter if your FI is going to start a branch modernization project, is planning to move/ 
close down locations or looking for new, efficient formats—we support you in re-thinking 
existing services, functionalities and processes of the existing branch creating new 
concepts in terms of processes, services and functionalities and turn it into reality. We 
offer complete end-to-end services from concept & design to comprehensive 
implementation delivering turn-key solutions to your financial institution.

Diebold Nixdorf Branch Implemenation includes and exceeds the self-service area. We provide branch closure or branch opening services 
for complete locations including everything - civil works, building or rebuilding, implementation or de-implementation of all equipment 
and furniture.
 
• With our modular and scalable branch implemenation services we adapt our services to FIs indivual needs. If you like, we take over the complete 

process and responsibility from end-to-end and deliver your turnkey solution. So you can remain focused on your core business.

• Diebold Nixdorf experienced architects with focus on the financial industry plan and design new innovative branch concepts and layouts for new 
locations, new formats or existing locations.

• To supplement your branch and self-service network we offer ready-to-use mini branch solutions—out of the box or adapted to specific needs. 
These complete solutions (housing including all equipment) can be set up very quickly—within 2-3 months. Mini branches are an efficient and small 
option to keep physical presence in the field - sometimes these solutions are even used for temorary purpose.

Diebold Nixdorf provides consultation for such flexible branch formats. We will analyze the location and create a concept with the right format and 
materials for your situation.



Branch Implementation Services

From investing in a new flagship branch to elevate customer experience 
or launching a branch modernization project, we support you in re-
thinking existing services, functionalities and processes along with 
developing new concepts for your processes, services and functionalities.

While supporting all kind of transformational change Branch 
Implementation includes these services: 

Branch Archtitecture Design Services: Branch Architecture Design 
Services assure that your branch has a unique presence in the market. 
Diebold Nixdorf’s experienced architects are focused on the financial 
industry. They plan and design innovative branch concepts and designs 
for new locations, new formats or existing locations - knowing FI's needs 
and technological perspectives in the meaning of today's and 
tomorrows's opportunities. We consider your goals along with local 
regulations, along with factors that will help you compete in your market 
and build your brand. The developed design becomes embedded into 
your corporate design – modern, localized and customized. The design 
also factors in branch processes and new technology.

Branch Opening Services: If your organization decides for our end-to-end 
services, our team will manage all approvals for the architectural plans 
and turn all plans and designs into reality. We are a turn-key partner that 
supports your organization with efficient and precisely managed 
implementation - so you can concentrate on your banking business. 
Beside project management branch opening services include supplier 
management, change and risk managment, consulting and site survey 
services, civil works as needed, transportation, installation and furnishing.

Branch Closure Services: To support banks within the branch 
consolidation, we provide branch closure services when the focus is on 
de-installation and dismantling activities. The end result is a facility that 
no longer looks like a bank and is renovated for other purposes, to sell  
or return to a lessor - bundled as a turn-key solution for your FI.

Mini Branch Implementation Services: New branch formats like self-
service locations as full mini branches are an alternative to keep physical 
presence. With Mini Branches Implementation we deliver a ready-to use 
or customized IT-equipped modular or mobile branch for any location. 
Project completion is standardized and swift, with out of the shelf models 
taking about two to three months for delivery. DN offers two different 
series of mini branches. One extremely secure product line is based on 
concrete. These models defy physical attacks and fulfill the highest 
security certifications. The other series is a lighter and cost-efficient 
solution made from steel and glass. Lighting and advertising spaces 
make our models an attractive band ambassador.

Bring your implementation project to life the right way. Contact your 
Diebold Nixdorf representative to get started.

WHY DIEBOLD NIXDORF? 
DN AllConnect ServicesSM offers industry leading services that provide 
tailored, end-to-end solutions with a customer-first view. We help banks, 
credit unions and retailers accelerate their performance on a global 
scale. Using the foundational strength of our top-rated, technically 
trained service experts combined with data intelligence, we maximize 
availability and performance of your self-service channel while ensuring 
always-on compliance and security. From maintenance operations to 
business solutions to data-driven insights, only DN AllConnect Services 
delivers the expertise and innovation to help businesses thrive by 
identifying today’s efficiencies and tomorrow's opportunities.

To learn more, visit DieboldNixdorf.com.
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22Supporting Transformation and Rationalizition 

Branch Implementation Services support your branch transformation journey - we turn your strategy into reality and cover the complete branch lifecycle 
from planning, designing, building and setting up branches to completely re-building and decommissioning locations. We provide scalable offerings based 
on your requirements and our end-to-end services can deliver comprehensive turn-key solutions.

Investment in flagship branches

New Branch Formats &
Smallest Footprint

Redesign of remaining branches

Enhancements for Changing Demands

Branch Closure & Decomissioning

Multifunctional Services & Solutions


